We present a systematic study of interface roughness and its effect on coherent dynamical processes in quantum dots. The potential due to a sharp, flat interface lifts the degeneracy of the lowest energy valleys and yields a set of valley eigenstates. Interface roughness is characterized by fluctuations in the location of the interface and in the magnitude of the potential step. Variations in the position of the interface, which are expected to occur on the length scale of the lattice constant, reduce the magnitude of the valley-orbit coupling. Variations in the size of the interface potential step alter the magnitude of the valley-orbit coupling and induce transitions between different valley eigenstates in dynamics involving two (or more) dots. Such transitions can be studied experimentally by manipulating the bias between two dots and can be detected by charge sensing. However, if the random variable characterizing the position of the interface is correlated over distances of the order of a quantum dot, which is unlikely but possible, the phase of the valley-orbit coupling may be different in adjacent dots. In this case tunneling between like and opposite valley eigenstates is in effect a random variable and cannot be controlled. We suggest a resonant tunneling experiment that can identify the matrix elements for tunneling between like and opposite valley eigenstates.
I. INTRODUCTION
Of all semiconductors investigated in quantum computation (QC) only C, Si, and Ge in group IV have isotopes with zero nuclear spin, allowing long coherence times, with Si long known as an outstanding candidate.
1 QC architectures are based on donor electron or nuclear spins in Si:P, 2,3 single electron spins in gate-defined quantum dots (QDs) in Si/SiGe 4, 5 or Si/SiO 2 , 6-8 and SiGe nanowires, 9 and singlet-triplet qubits. 10 Experimentally, significant progress has been made recently in Si:P donor-based devices [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and gate-defined Si quantum dots. 6, 7, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Graphene has also been proposed for QC, 24 and observation of the Coulomb blockade effect in a graphene quantum dot has been reported. 25 Carbon nanotube quantum dots offer another physically interesting possibility, with promising experimental advances. 26 The theory of QDs in group IV materials has also taken off in recent years.
27-32
The conduction band of group IV semiconductors consists of a series of equivalent valleys: bulk Si has six, Ge has four, whereas in C bulk diamond has six valleys while graphite, graphene and nanotubes have two. This multiplicity is known to affect spin quantum computing schemes in Si:P donors, 33, 34 Si QDs, 27, 29, 30 and carbon nanotube QDs. 31, 32 Confinement partially lifts the valley degeneracy, and it is often necessary to consider only two valleys. In Si (001) theẑ-confinement lowers the energy of the z-valleys, perpendicular to the interface, by several tens of meV relative to those in the plane of the interface. The interface potential produces a valley-orbit coupling ∆ between the twoẑ-valleys, 35 which is sampledependent. 27 Measurements of ∆ have been performed on quantum Hall systems 23, 36 and at low magnetic fields.
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A large valley splitting was recently reported in Si/SiO 2 37 and work is underway to confirm this claim.
The valley-orbit coupling has been studied theoretically within the effective mass approximation (EMA) by many groups. 4, 27, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] Ref. 38 determined ∆ using a hard-wall boundary, requiring the wave function to vanish at the interface, whereas in Refs. 27,43,44 the wave function was allowed to leak into the insulator. Ref. 27 highlighted the importance of interface miscuts in reducing ∆. Beyond the EMA, Ref. 45 performed atomistic calculations for Si/SiGe, finding that the presence of different bonds at the interface suppresses ∆. Refs. 46-48 also included models of interface roughness. Nevertheless, EMA studies to date have not considered systematically the effect of interface roughness on the valley-orbit coupling and on the energy-level spectrum of multivalley semiconductor QDs, highlighting the importance of devising a systematic way to quantify interface roughness and study its interplay with the valley degree of freedom.
Interface roughness embodies variations in the position of the interface and variations in the magnitude of the potential step at the interface. Variations in the position of the interface are characterized by two length scales. The rms fluctuations are a measure of the vertical extent of the roughness, while the correlation length contains information about its horizontal spread. The study of roughness began with the theoretical work of Prange and Nee, 49 followed by Ando, 50,51 yet theoretical and numerical studies have focused mostly on roughness effects on transport.
52-57 Experimentally Goodnick et al 58 used TEM to study roughness at the Si/SiO 2 interface, determining the magnitude of the fluctuations and their correlation length. Ourmazd et al, 59 also using TEM, determined that the transition layer between Si and SiO 2 spans a distance of approximately 5Å, in other words approximately two monolayers. The rms fluctuations in the position of the interface are generally found to be of the order of 2-4Å, 51, 58 while their correlations extend over a few lattice constants. Experimental studies indicate that state-of-the-art technology can be used to reduce the rms roughness in MOSFETs to the range 0.7-1Å. 60, 61 Later experiments have hinted that the correlation length characterizing roughness may be larger. Yoshinobu et al 62 used atomic force microscopy to infer a correlation length of 15 nm, a conclusion upheld by Gotoh et al 63 using scanning tunneling microscopy, who found a correlation length of 23-26 nm. Even small amplitude rms fluctuations can result in short time scales for mixing valley-split levels, since the wave vectors of the bottoms of the two valleys correspond to very short length scales (≈ 1Å in Si). All the above works have concentrated on variations in the position of the interface. Variations in the size of the potential step, that is, the local roughness, have not been studied to date.
In this article we extend the EMA to study the effect of interface roughness on multivalley QDs. The approach adopted in this work is equivalent to that of Ref. 44 , except that an analytical wave function is used here rather than one determined numerically. Our theory is applicable provided that fluctuations in the location of the interface are much smaller than the spatial extent of the 2DEG, and the fluctuations in the magnitude of the interface potential step are small compared to its average value. We demonstrate that interface roughness has two main effects: it suppresses the valley-orbit coupling and gives rise to tunneling between valley eigenstates in certain dynamical processes in multidot systems. Our starting point is the effective mass approximation in the presence of valleys, 44 with a modified Hamiltonian incorporating interface roughness. Our model of roughness accounts for variations in the position of the interface and variations in the magnitude of the interface potential step. For one electron on one dot (1e1d ) we study the way interface roughness enters the expression for ∆. If roughness correlations occur on a spatial scale smaller than that of the dot, variations in the position of the interface reduce the magnitude of ∆. For one electron in a double quantum dot (1e2d ), under these circumstances ∆ is expected to be the same on each dot. Local roughness can cause ∆ to be different on the two dots and induce transitions between valley eigenstates. Interdot transitions between valley eigenstates can be understood as coherent rotations of valley states, and offer the possibility of manipulating valley eigenstates by accessing the appropriate region of the energy spectrum. We subsequently study transitions between two-electron states in a double quantum dot (2e2d ), which represent the most promising scenario for observing such transitions. For roughness correlations of the order of the size of the DQD, ∆ is not suppressed, yet its phase may differ between adjacent dots. Tunneling between valley eigenstates is enabled in this case. The size of this tunneling matrix element cannot be controlled, although it can be measured experimentally. The findings of this work are general, yet when concrete examples are called for we will discuss QDs made in a Si/SiO 2 MOSFET structure, which are actively studied in quantum information.
It should be pointed out that the long spin coherence time in Si and the possibility of further enhancing the spin coherence time using isotopic purification, which eliminates the 29 Si nuclei, give Si an enormous advantage for quantum information processing. In addition, the dominant Si-based semiconductor technology allows, in principle, for scalability with the real hope that once a few Si spin qubits are demonstrated in the laboratory, many qubits could be developed without great difficulties. These (i.e. long spin coherence time and scalability) are the reasons that Si spin qubits remain a most active area of research in the context of quantum computation architecture studies. However, the conduction band valleys in Si, which are degenerate in the simplest effective mass approximation, cause considerable difficulties in fabricating Si spin qubits since the electron spin by itself does not define the state of a Si electron. This is the context in which our detailed theoretical study in this work has been undertaken. The ultimate goal is to help understand the role of valleys in Si spin quantum computation, in particular, to see if the interface roughness naturally present at the Si surface could somehow be utilized to circumvent or even control the Si spin qubit valley degeneracy problem.
The outline of this article is as follows. In Sec. II we consider the case of a single quantum dot, valleys and valley-orbit coupling. We provide an analytical scheme for calculating the valley-orbit coupling. In Sec. III we introduce a simple model of interface roughness and study the additional terms it introduces into the 1e1d problem. In Sec. IV we introduce a model of a double quantum dot. In Sec. V A we study intervalley transitions induced by interface roughness for 1e2d strong tunneling and 1e2d strong roughness. In Sec. V B we study transitions among 2e2d singlets and among 2e2d triplets, while Sec. VI concentrates on the case when interface roughness correlations are of the order of the size of a quantum dot. An extensive discussion of the results, as well as numerical estimates, are contained in Sec. VII. We end with a summary of our findings.
II. SINGLE QUANTUM DOT
The EMA assumes the overall potential experienced by the charge carriers is separable and smooth. Conventionally the EMA is understood to apply to physics parallel to the interface, within the 2DEG, as long as the system under study is a few lattice constants away from the interface. The smoothness requirement can be relaxed and the EMA generalized 64 to account for the presence of an interface by considering a z-dependent effective mass, smoothly interpolating between the two effective masses on two sides of the interface plane, as we do in this work.
In this section we introduce our theoretical model and study a smooth interface as a benchmark for subsequent comparison.
A. Model Hamiltonian
We study first one electron on one dot. The full Hamiltonian H 0 (x, y, z) includes the kinetic and potential energy contributions. The confinement potential is approximated as quadratic in the xy-plane, while in thê z-direction one has the interface potential V(z) and electric field F
(1) The dot is located at (x D , 0, 0) and has a Fock-Darwin radius a. The interface potential V will be discussed in Sec. III. Within the effective mass approximation (EMA) the wave functions for the quantum dot are written as
ik ξ z , where, as in our previous work, we have introduced a valley index ξ = {z,z} that will become relevant below, and k z,z = ±k 0 ≡ ±0.85 (2π/a Si ), with a Si the lattice constant of Si.
29,30
For the envelopes φ D (x, y) we use the Fock-Darwin states
The effective mass equation for motion in the zdirection, perpendicular to the interface, is
The effective mass for SiGe is the bare electron mass m 0 , while for SiO 2 it is found to range between 0.3 and 0.4m 0 . 65, 66 For ψ(z) we use a modified Fang-Howard variational wave function. 67 With the interface at z = 0
We will also use b = 1/k Si as a length scale characteristic of the size of the 2DEG along the growth direction. Continuity of the wave function at the interface requires M = N z 0 , and that of (1/m z ) dψ/dz gives
The parameter z 0 is given by
, leaving k Si as the only variational parameter. The energy ε z that is to be minimized is given by
which includes a factor of 1/2 in the electric field term to account for double counting of electrons.
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B. Valley-orbit coupling for a sharp flat interface
The conduction band of some materials consists of a series of equivalent valleys. In such circumstances, for a smooth potential the effective mass equation has two equivalent solutions. If the potential is not smooth the solutions could be mixed, leading to valley-orbit coupling. Consider the basis states {D ξ }, where D = L, R represents either of the left and right dots. The z andz states have a vanishingly small overlap, which is neglected here. With this approximation these states are orthogonal. To determine the one-dot energy levels we require first the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the basis spanned by
where ε D is the confinement energy, which is large, thus we consider only the lowest level ε D ≡ ε 
In this work intervalley refers to matrix elements connecting the z,z states, whereas between valley eigenstates refers to matrix elements connecting + and − states. The valley eigenstates are the same for both dots if the interface is sharp along the growth direction and flat perpendicular to it. The valley-orbit coupling is represented by the matrix element
Its magnitude gives the valley splitting |∆ D |. The dominant contribution to ∆ D comes from the interface potential, while the contribution due to F has been found to be negligible. 44 For a perfectly smooth and perfectly sharp interface ∆ D is equal to
To obtain numerical estimates of |∆ 0 | in Si/SiO 2 and Si/SiGe an interfacial electric field of 150 kV/cm is assumed, which is the same value that was used in Ref. 44 , in order to enable a direct comparison. For a Si/SiO 2 interface, with U 0 ≈ 3eV (as discussed in Ref. 51 ) and m b = 0.4m 0 , b is optimized at 1.058 nm, for which we find |∆ 0 | ≈0.11 meV. Since the effective mass is not well defined for SiO 2 , we have also used m b = 0.3m 0 , finding b ≈ 1.01nm and |∆ 0 | ≈0.08 meV. For a Si/SiGe interface, with U 0 ≈ 150meV, b is optimized at 1.215 nm, whence |∆ 0 | ≈0.1 meV. Considering the relatively simple variational function that is used in this work, the comparison with accurate numerics 44 is extremely encouraging. The real and imaginary parts of ∆ 0 are given to a very good approximation by k b / k 2 b + 4k 2 0 and 2k 0 / k 2 b + 4k 2 0 . Consequently, with k 0 fixed, as the interface potential step becomes stronger the imaginary part of ∆ 0 also increases. For the Si/SiO 2 interface the ratio of the imaginary and real parts of ∆ 0 is found to be 3.5, while for the Si/SiGe interface it is 15.7. 72 The ratio of the off-diagonal matrix element ∆ 0 of the interface potential to its diagonal matrix element Λ 0 is given approximately by k b /(k b − 2ik 0 ), and the magnitude of this ratio is 0.28 for the Si/SiO 2 interface and 0.06 for the Si/SiGe interface. The final result varies significantly as a function of b.
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III. INTERFACE ROUGHNESS
An interface may be observed to be sharp and of a high quality, yet the transition layer between two materials still always has a finite width. The atoms on the two sides of the interface have different bonding, as do the atoms at the interface. For example between Si on one side and SiO 2 on the other there exists a region a few monolayers thick composed of SiO x , with 0 ≤ x ≤ 2.
59 Consequently, even when the interface is sharp the finite transition layer alters the energy landscape. 74 Experimentally roughness can be detected by transmission electron microscopy, 58, 59 atomic force microscopy, 62 scanning tunneling microscopy, 63 and other surface characterization techniques such as Auger spectroscopy, angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy, low-energy electron diffraction and resonant high-energy electron diffraction.
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The notion of a sharp barrier breaks down at the atomic scale. The ideal method for dealing with this issue is to use the exact microscopic structure of the interface. Such a treatment is only possible numerically, yet even then the interface structure is not known exactly and, when one of the materials is amorphous, it can only be dealt with approximately and/or statistically. Therefore, there exists a scope for gaining analytical insight by refining the effective mass approximation to include the effects of interface roughness. Within the EMA the interface is modeled in such a way that the atomic structure is smoothed out, and an effective mass appropriate for the insulator is used. In the same way as the smoothness requirement can be relaxed as long as the region under study is a few monolayers away from the interface, one can also relax the requirement that the interface be sharp and flat. Corrections to this picture can be made so that the location of the interface varies on an atomic scale but with an amplitude much smaller than the effective size of the confinement. Then the xy-motion and the z-motion are still approximately separable. Beyond this refinement, a random potential is added to allow the magnitude of the interface step to fluctuate. These two features can be regarded as corrections to the effective mass picture, which is entirely based on bulk parameters.
A simple model, which was introduced by Prange and Nee 49 and developed by Ando, 50, 51 has become the standard model used in studies of surface roughness. Within this model the interface is described by a potential V[z − ζ(x, y)], in which the fluctuating position of the interface ζ(x, y) is treated as a random function of x and y. Prange and Nee 49 assumed that the probability for an electron to be specularly reflected at the interface is nearly unity, with a boundary condition that the wave function vanish at the interface. Ando 50,51 approached the problem by expanding V in ζ and retaining the term linear in ζ. This approach may be satisfactory for calculating the scattering matrix element due to roughness. Yet, as Refs. 50,51 themselves clearly state, there is no rigorous justification for this expansion. As we will show in this work, indeed this expansion is not at all justified when the effect of roughness on the valley-orbit coupling is required. The breakdown of the perturbative expansion is most emphatically manifest in Section VI, when long interface correlations are considered, yet the expansion is also not valid if the ζ-correlations span a small spatial scale, as Section V demonstrates.
A. Model of roughness
We treat interface roughness using a slightly different approach from that of Refs. 50 and 51. We consider an interface potential given by
where U 0 V for all x and y. We take a general function f (z − ζ) to describe the interface, where f (z) is a well-defined function of z, while ζ is a random function of x and y accounting for the variation in the location of the interface. For an interface that is perfectly sharp in theẑ-direction and perfectly smooth in the xy-plane (the ideal interface), one can write V(z) = U 0 Θ(−z). For an interface whose location fluctuates in the xy plane, but is still sharp, one can use
The potential V (x, y) represents the local roughness, which gives fluctuations in the magnitude of the potential step at the interface. We treat V (x, y) perturbatively, since we expect V (x, y) U 0 , but we do not do perturbation theory in ζ(x, y). In this problem the criterion for smallness is generally nontrivial. The discussion of this criterion will follow naturally after the analytical expressions for the effect of the roughness are presented.
Aside from variations in the location of the interface, sources of roughness include dangling bonds, impurities, and variations in bond length in the vicinity of the interface. All of these contribute to the local roughness V (x, y). We expect, however, that variations in bond length will occur on the atomic length scale, which is orders of magnitude smaller than the spatial extent of a quantum dot. This implies that the effect of bond length fluctuations averages to zero over the quantum dot and is washed out. We do not consider it explicitly in what follows.
B. Applicability of the EMA
The location of the interface ζ is a random function of x and y. It has an average value ζ = 0, while its variance will be denoted simply by ζ 2 . The notation denotes the average over the xy-plane, while QD denotes the average over x and y spanning the region oc-
. It is assumed that the fluctuations around ζ are small compared to b, which represents the spatial scale over which the wave function changes by a significant amount in theẑ-direction (i.e. the size of the confinement.) The spatial scale of the roughness divided by the spatial scale over which the wave function changes significantly is an important parameter. The size of this parameter in comparison to unity determines the applicability of the EMA. It is necessary for ζ(x, y) to be small, so that the potential acting on the charge carriers remains approximately separable and use of the effective mass approximation is justified. If |ζ| a, b the fluctuation in the z-direction is considerably less than the spatial extent in all three directions, so that the wave function is still approximately separable in x, y, z. This condition must be augmented by a formal criterion according to which the potential is weak. In principle all applied electric fields, such as F in this problem, violate the criterion for being weak, since the potential eF z eventually becomes large on any scale relevant to the problem once z exceeds a certain threshold. This fact however is not usually a problem as long as the potential V does not vary too fast on lattice length scales, that is, as long as eF a Si is significantly smaller than the average atomic potential in a unit cell. To summarize, the EMA should remain valid as long as the random potential V (x, y) U 0 for all x, y and the fluctuations in the location of the interface are much smaller than the spatial extent of the 2DEG.
C. Roughness effect on the valley-orbit coupling
We use the notation ∆ 0 for the unperturbed valleyorbit coupling in the absence of interface roughness, which is the same on both dots. The valley-orbit coupling in the presence of roughness is denoted by ∆. We require |∆ − ∆ 0 | |∆ 0 | for any x, y. In the presence of an interface located at z = ζ the wave function must be altered as ψ(z) → ψ(z − ζ). The matrix elements of the interface potential are found in the same way as before
The effect of the interface is contained in two terms: the spatial average of the exponential e iκ ξ ζ , and the spatial average of the product V (x, y) e iκ ξ ζ . We recall that in Si the contribution to ∆ due to one wave vector, namely Q z = 0, overwhelms all the others. Therefore a good indication of the effect of interface roughness is given by the averages e 2i k0 ζ QD and V (x, y) e 2i k0 ζ QD . The appearance of the simple exponential oscillatory terms such as e iκ ξ ζ is a consequence of the fact that we are using the effective mass approximation. In a more complicated numerical treatment we still expect a strong dependence on κ ξ ζ, though it will likely not be expressible as a simple exponential. Since it is predominantly the term with Q z = 0 that contributes to Λ D , this quantity should not be affected by the presence of ζ. This can be seen immediately by considering
We distinguish between V (x, y), which can be treated perturbatively, and e iκ ξ ζ , which is non-perturbative. The most suitable approach to the problem is determined by the spatial scales involved. Experiments indicate that the spatial scales characterizing ζ are 2 − 4Å for the rms and 5 − 15Å for the correlation length. Several studies have indicated that the roughness in Si/SiO 2 could be reduced, to an rms of the order of ≈ 1Å 61 and even as far as 0.7Å. 60 At the same time, a series of experiments using scanning tunneling microscopy suggested that the horizontal correlations of ζ could stretch over distances of the order of 30nm. We will use short correlations to refer to spatial correlations of ζ on a scale much smaller than the typical extent of a quantum dot (approximately 50nm), and long correlations for spatial correlations of ζ on a scale of the order of or greater than the typical extent of a quantum dot. The problem of valley-orbit coupling is vastly different for short interface correlations and long interface correlations. Physically, fluctuations associated with a random interface ought to occur on the scale of the lattice constant. We anticipate that the true physical picture is represented by short correlations, but given the existing uncertainty we will study both cases in this paper.
In the most general case the valley-orbit coupling may be different on the two dots. Since the valley-orbit coupling is a complex number, in principle one should expect both the amplitude and the phase to be different between the two dots. This fact is not of much significance when a sharp flat interface is considered, yet is of enormous importance when interface roughness is concerned. In addition, roughness is expected to show significant sample dependence. In double quantum dots in different samples the roughness profile on the left dot may be qualitatively similar to or very different from the roughness profile on the right dot. One also expects a significant difference between SiO 2 and SiGe, with the former generally having larger interface roughness. From this perspective it will be useful to be able to compare e.g. gate-defined quantum dots with disordered quantum dots.
In addition, we have noted that, in sums of the type G c G e iG·r , the only sizable terms correspond to the reciprocal lattice vector G = (000). We infer that terms with wave vectors larger than that, corresponding to spatial scales of 1Å or less (atomic scale roughness), should not be important in determining ∆ D and Λ D . This reinforces the observation of Sec. III A concerning variations in bond length.
IV. DOUBLE QUANTUM DOT
In a single quantum dot interface roughness affects the valley-orbit coupling. In a double quantum dot it affects in addition the relative values of the dot-averaged valleyorbit splitting ∆ D on the two dots, as well as interdot tunneling, potentially giving rise to interesting electron dynamics. The confinement of a double quantum dot is modeled by a biquadratic potential 
This ensures that R ξ |L ξ = 0. One diagonalizes the HamiltoniansH D and determines the eigenfunctions {D ± }. We will consider one electron initialized in a DQD (1e2d ) as in a QD charge qubit, as well as two electrons (2e2d ), which can form singlet and triplet states (given in Ref. 30 .) Henceforth we work in this basis, and to indicate this fact we augment all quantities with a tilde, thus∆ etc.
Our principal assumption in setting up the problem is that the physics specific to the valleys can be considered separately for the left and right dots. The starting point of our approach envisages two dots and one electron primarily localized on one of the dots. The valley degree of freedom implies that there are two possible single-particle states for each dot, while the interface potential gives a coupling between the two valleys on each dot. We diagonalize the single-particle Hamiltonian separately for the left and right dots, and obtain the valley splitting and valley eigenstates for each dot. We neglect matrix elements of the interface potential connecting the left and right dots, which represent terms of order l∆. Under these circumstances φ D is not a function of position, a fact that provides a crucial simplifying assumption in our algebra.
The assumption can be recast into the statement that there is no interdot tunneling between different valleys, meaning that the tunneling matrix element only connects states from the same valley. One can tunnel between |L ξ and |R ξ , but not |L ξ and |R −ξ . Tunneling between valley eigenstates is determined only by the phases of each valley wave function in the valley eigenstates on each dot, which in turn are determined only by the details of the interface potential in the region of the dot.
A full treatment of the 1e 2d and 2e2d problems would take as its starting point the four valley wave functions {|L ξ } and {|R ξ }. It takes into account all the matrix elements of the interface potential, including matrix elements of the form L ξ |V|R −ξ . In this case the eigenstates are mixtures of all four functions {|L ξ } and {|R ξ }, a far longer and more cumbersome approach. Since for a typical DQD l 1 by several orders of magnitude, terms of order l∆ are unlikely to play an important role, and it is reasonable to anticipate that our simplified approach contains the dominant physics. Given that∆ differs from ∆ by terms of order l∆, which are neglected here, we can consider∆ ≈ ∆.
A. One-electron Hamiltonian
The most general Hamiltonian for one electron in a DQD in the basis {L + ,L − ,R + ,R − } is 
B. Two-electron Hamiltonian
For 2e2d, the interdot tunneling parametert has a single-particle partt 0 and a Coulomb-interaction (enhancement) parts, 28, 29, 70 the total beingt =t 0 +s, with
∓ .
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The Coulomb exchange termj is much smaller than the other terms appearing in the Hamiltonian and is not needed at all in this paper. We also define the critical detuning as δ c = (ũ −k), whereũ represents the on-site Coulomb interaction andk the direct Coulomb interaction between electrons on the two dots. 29, 30 The effective detuning is defined asδ = δ − δ c , measured from this critical detuning. In the basis {S 
S was given in Ref. 30without the tunneling matrix elementt +− .Ṽ S represents the matrix elements of the local roughness between singlet wave functions, which are discussed in Appendix B. It is given bỹ
The most general triplet Hamiltonian in the basis {T
andṼ
The matrix elements of V T are discussed in Appendix B. If one assumes that the valley-orbit coupling has the same form in both quantum dots then both have the It is assumed that ζ is described by a Gaussian correlation function that varies on spatial scales considerably smaller than the extent of the quantum dot. An optimal value of ∆ of 0.1meV has been assumed, as determined in Sec. II B for a sharp flat interface.
same valley splitting and valley eigenstates. When electrons tunnel between the dots they tunnel between like valley eigenstates, and interdot intervalley tunneling is strongly suppressed. In other wordst +− = 0 above. In the absence of any interface roughness, witht +− = v = 0, the spectrum of two electrons in a DQD can be clearly divided into three branches with different valley composition, 30 which may be labeled by ++, −−, +−. These branches may be mixed by interface roughness. As we will discuss in the sections below, two features of this mixing are noticeable. Firstly, roughness only mixes certain branches of the spectrum. There is no mixing between the ++ and −− branches, but both ++ and −− are mixed by roughness with +−. Moreover, there is no mixing of states within any of the + + / − −/ + − subspaces by the local roughness. Secondly, in situations in whicht +− is nonzero (see Sec. VI),t +− andṽ couple different states: no states are coupled by bothṽ andt +− for one or two electrons in a DQD. Therefore, quite generally, variations in the magnitude of the potential step and variations in the location of the interface have qualitatively different effects on interdot electron dynamics.
V. SHORT INTERFACE CORRELATIONS
If the roughness varies over a length scale of a fewÅ, then the average of e 2ik0 ζ over a quantum dot is equivalent to an average over the xy-plane, ζ QD = ζ , which in turn is equivalent to an average over the realizations of ζ, that is, it is the characteristic function of ζ. If one assumes ζ to be described by a Gaussian function, then the characteristic function of ζ is given by e −κ 2 ζ 2 , where ζ 2 is the variance of ζ. In this case, since
which implies that ∆ is reduced by a factor of e
. This is plotted in Fig. 1 . The reduction of ∆ is in qualitative agreement with the conclusions of Ref. 45 , although the spirit of Ref. 45 is different from this work and a direct comparison is not possible. Similarly, a smeared interface potential can mimic roughness, allowing the position of the interface to be spread out over a range of spatial locations, 44 and resulting in a decrease in ∆. The variance of ζ(x, y) can be extracted from experiment, and its magnitude is critical. For ζ 2 = 2Å, the valley splitting∆ is suppressed by a factor of e −8 = 3×10 −4 . On the other hand, for roughness of the order of ζ rms = 0.7Å, the exponential factor is e −0.98 ≈ 0.38. The optimal value of∆ ≈ 0.1meV that we have found above for a sharp flat interface would be reduced to ≈ 40µeV, which should be visible in a dilution refrigerator. At the same time we recall that the numerical calculations of Ref. 44 found an optimal∆ of ≈ 0.25meV, which would be reduced to 0.1meV when ζ rms = 0.7Å is taken into account. We will use this value in our estimates below.
Thus far the magnitude and phase of∆ are the same on each dot, sot +− = 0 everywhere in this section whilet 
(24)
It is seen that v D ±± , and thereforeṽ zz , gives the energy offset between two dots that otherwise have the same valley splitting. Knowledge of |ṽ ++ |, which can be obtained from experiment, allows this diagonal term, important in inducing transitions between valley eigenstates, to be estimated. To summarize, for short interface correlations ζ gives us the overall magnitude of∆, while v gives us the difference in∆ between dots. Below we consider the case when the local roughness matrix elements v are much smaller than ∆.
A. One-electron transitions
We study first the case of one electron on two dots. The physics depends on the relative magnitude ofṽ and t 0 . Fort 0 ṽ, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian H 1e2d with all the roughness terms set to zero, and denote the eigenenergies byλ < ± ,λ > ± . In this scenario, the lowest energy state, which has energyλ < − , which is the state most easily initialized, does not cross any other state. Its closest approach to another state is of the order of ≈t 0 . Sincet 0 ṽ by assumption, valley manipulation by means of interface roughness is not feasible in this setup.
Forṽ t 0 , the bare Hamiltonian is now H 1e2d with the local roughness terms but without interdot tunneling, in other wordst 0 initially set to zero. The eigenstates of the bare Hamiltonian are localized on the left or the right dot. The eigenenergies are denotedλ At this point the tunneling matrix element between these two levels is
The critical crossing occurs at the point where λ R < , which depends linearly on the detuning, equals λ L < , which does not depend on the detuning. This condition yields a value of the detuning of
(26) The detuning is kept at this value for an amount of time ≈ /t LR << . The state of the electron after this time can be probed by sweeping the detuning back to δ 0, then doing charge sensing using a quantum point contact. This will reveal whether the electron has tunneled onto the left dot or remained on the right dot.
For weak local roughness the situation described here is simply ordinary single-particle tunneling including a roughness correction to the energy eigenvalues. The eigenstates depend onṽ, which is not known a priori. Yet the time scale governing the state mixing is given by the single-particle tunneling matrix elementt 0 , which is generally small. The size of this matrix element can be further reduced by the barrier gate, thus enabling experiment to increase the time scale for operations to a value which can be reliably handled in the laboratory.
The above demonstrates that, although intervalley transitions are extremely slow on one dot, they can be induced by interface roughness in a coherent manner. Nevertheless, operations using the single-electron two-dot spectrum suffer from the ambiguous initialization problems that hamper attempts to manipulate one-electron states. Initialization ofD − is ambiguous since∆ D may not be known. Moreover, one disadvantage oft 0 being small is that it is difficult to know the relative magnitude oft 0 andṽ a priori.
B. Two-electron transitions
For strong tunneling we first diagonalize the Hamiltonian with all the roughness parameters set to zero, v ±± =ṽ ±∓ =t ±∓ = 0. We obtain in this way the basis of eigenstates for the strong tunneling case, which coincides with the singlet and triplet states used in Ref. 30 . We work in this basis and add the roughness terms v ±± andṽ ±∓ perturbatively. Since interface roughness does not mix singlets with triplets, we will study the singlets and the triplets separately. Since the valley-orbit coupling is the same on both dots, we still havet ±∓ = 0. All relevant quantities are defined in Appendix C.
For strong roughness one would have to diagonalize the Hamiltonian with all tunneling parameters set to zero, obtaining the basis of strong roughness eigenstates. One would then add the intravalley tunneling termst ±± as a perturbation. Theoretically, the possibility also exists that on one dotṽ t , while on the otherṽ t . Yet we have noted that the tunneling matrix elementt contains a contribution due to the Coulomb interaction, denoted bys, which greatly enhances its magnitude with respect tot 0 . One can obtain insight from recent noise measurements on Si QDs, 71 in which dangling bonds give rise to fluctuations in the confinement and barrier potentials. Such noise measurements give an indication of the magnitude of the potential fluctuations one can expect from dangling bonds, as well as random impurities, which both contribute toṽ. The size of the fluctuations has been measured to be ≈ 0.45µeV, 71 whereas we expectt to be of the order of tens of µeV. 30 The caseṽ t is therefore much less likely in this setup and we do not consider it in what follows.
Since roughness is spin-independent and does not mix singlets with triplets, we discuss the singlet and triplet states separately. The bare singlet and triplet energy levels in the absence of roughness have been calculated in Ref. 29 . For convenience we have re-plotted them in this paper, showing the singlet and triplet levels separately in Figs. 2 and 3 . To determine which levels can be mixed by roughness we need to identify pairs of levels that cross and find out whether a nonzero matrix element of interface roughness can couple them. The singlet energy levels fort ṽ are plotted in Fig. 2 . Here it is more convenient to use the dimensionless detuning as δ/(2dε 0 ), where d = X 0 /a is the dimensionless halfinterdot-distance. As Fig. 2 shows, the lowest energy singlet levels do not cross. Even in the case of large∆, when the lowest singlet state is easily initialized, there is no convenient point in the singlet energy level spectrum at which one can controllably induce mixing between valley eigenstates with different valley composition. The singlet states fort ṽ are not suitable for valley manipulation by means of interface roughness.
We investigate next the triplet states fort ṽ. It is easiest to access the polarized tripletsT + by starting out on one dot (for example R) and applying a large magnetic field to lower the energy of theT + states. This results in unambiguous initialization, regardless of the magnitude of the valley splitting, and is easily accomplished experimentally since g = 2 in Si. Under these circumstances one needs to consider only the manifold ofT −− cross at a given value of the detuning. The critical crossing occurs at the point when the energy ofT < +− , which depends onδ, matches that ofT LR −− , which does not depend onδ. Using the energies given in the appendix we obtain for the detuning at this crossing pointδ = (2∆ 2 −t 2 )/∆. The matrix element mixing the two states is
Therefore, if one initializesT RR +− and drives the system to this crossing point, the two levels can be mixed by interface roughness. The tripletT RR +− is mixed by a small amount withT LR +− andT LR −+ , but this amount is negligible, since it is determined by the ratio |t/δ| 1. Therefore at the point where the two lowest triplet energy levels cross these levels are to a very good approximationT We note that for rapid adiabatic passage (i.e. fast compared to / T LR −− |V |T < +− ) the effect of roughness is analogous to a renormalization of the spectrum, which remains qualitatively the same, and valley eigenstates are not mixed. However for slow adiabatic passage valley eigenstates can be mixed. In effect one can use interface roughness to manipulate valleys in the same way the inhomogeneous nuclear field was used to manipulate spin singlet and triplet states.
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VI. LONG INTERFACE CORRELATIONS
This case of long interface correlations comprises variations in ζ on spatial scales comparable to that of the quantum dot. Recent experiments have indicated that this may be possible. 62, 63 In order to understand the implications of this possibility some preliminary considerations must be brought forth. Primarily among these, it is necessary to recall that, if both dots have the same valleyorbit coupling, they have the same valley splitting and the same valley eigenstates. Under such circumstances when electrons tunnel between the dots they tunnel between like valley eigenstates. Since this valley-orbit coupling can vary due to interface roughness, we should in principle expect both the amplitude and the phase of the valley-orbit coupling to be different between the two dots. Since the tunneling matrix elementt 0 is defined as
. Since∆ D does not depend explicitly on position, for 2e2d, usingt defined in Sec. IV B, one has thatt
The matrix elements of the local roughness are unaltered by the relative location of the two dots. In all situations discussed in this paper, in the caseṽ t , whether the tunneling is intervalley or intravalley is a secondary consideration, since tunneling is still a perturbation compared toṽ. The key physics is provided by the matrix elements ofṽ, which are the same regardless of whether the tunneling is intervalley or intravalley. Therefore the peculiar physics of the case in which interdot intervalley tunneling is comparable to interdot intravalley tunneling is manifest whent ṽ, and we focus on this regime for the remainder of this section. We will concentrate on the more enlightening 2e2d problem, in which the most striking consequences of interdot intervalley tunneling can be observed. In this section, sincet +− = 0, in the conditiont ṽ it is understood thatt represents the greater oft −− andt +− .
There are three qualitatively different situations to consider. In the easiest case, correlations stretch beyond the size of the entire DQD. The situation is almost identical to that of short interface correlations, except the value of∆ is not reduced from its ideal value. If correlations occur on a spatial scale approximately equal to that of one dot, the magnitude of∆ is essentially the same on the two dots but its phase is different:φ L =φ R , therefore (φ L −φ R ) = 0. From the general definitions oft ±± andt +− given above, it follows that in general botht −− andt +− are nonzero, and their ratio will depend on the relative positions of the two dots. Since the spatial scale set by 2k 0 is approximately 0.5Å, this ratio can vary drastically from one sample to another, and in any one sample it is in effect a random number, which only experiment can determine reliably. This case cannot be treated perturbatively under any circumstances. We single out two important possibilities: (a)t −− = 0 and (b)t −− =t +− . In case (a) all the interdot tunneling is intervalley tunneling. The situation is qualitatively completely different from the case when all the tunneling is intravalley, as Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate. None of the singlet levels cross other singlets, and none of the triplet levels cross other triplets. One cannot accomplish valley manipulation with either the singlets or the triplets. Case (b) is similar to (a) for the purposes of our paper. As long as the intervalley tunneling parameter is appreciable, the bottom two triplets are split. In this intermediate case the magnitude oft −− andt +− is the same, meaning that the splitting of the bottom two states with different valley composition is the same as the splitting at the usual anticrossing given byt −− (i.e. the anticrossing in Figs.2  and 3 .)
The analysis presented underscores the importance of determining the relative value oft −− andt +− . This can be accomplished by setting up the DQD for a resonant tunneling experiment, as in Fig. 6 . It is necessary first to do a transport experiment through each individual dot in order to identify the single-dot energy levels. In an ideal situation k B T ∆ ε D , and the levels on each dot have the form shown schematically in Fig. 6 . Sub- sequently, one can do a resonant tunneling experiment through the double quantum dot. The first peak in the resonant tunneling current will be between the lowest two levels and will givet −− . The levels of the left dot are subsequently held fixed while the levels of the right dot are scanned. The next peak in the resonant tunneling current should then givet +− . In addition to providing values for the tunneling parameters, such an experiment should also give a good indication of the length scale characterizing interface roughness correlations. Ift +− is close to zero it indicates that the correlation length of interface roughness is either much smaller than the size of a quantum dot or much larger than it. On the other hand, ift +− is measurable and of comparable magnitude tot −− it indicates that the phase of∆ is different on the two dots and, from our discussion, roughness correlations occur on a scale comparable to that of a quantum dot. For this experiment, as for the valley manipulation scheme proposed in this paper, it is necessary to know the value of the valley splitting so that valley-split levels can be unambiguously identified. Two potential risks are associated with such a resonant tunneling experiment. Firstly, if the valley splitting is smaller than the typical broadening of the current peaks, then the signals due tot −− andt +− may merge into one peak. In this case, the current peaks can be expected to have the same magnitude between any pair of levels on the left and right dots. Secondly, it may happen that one sample will have |t −− | = |t +− | within experimental error. Aside from the fact that such a risk is small, it can be overcome by performing the experiment on several samples. Furthermore, since 2∆ is expected to be smaller than the confinement energy, the two tunneling parameters can be unambiguously identified.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Overview of length scale considerations
Our analysis makes evident the fact that the length scale characterizing interface roughness correlations plays an important role in determining the effect of roughness on the valley-orbit coupling and intervalley dynamics of double quantum dots. The two possible scenarios, interface correlations of the order of the lattice constant and greatly exceeding the lattice constant, produce vastly different physics on a qualitative level, as well as quantitatively different results.
When the length scale of interface roughness correlations is of the order of a few lattice constants the magnitude of the valley-orbit coupling differs slightly on the two dots due to the local roughness, yet its phase is the same. All the interdot tunneling occurs between like valley eigenstates, that is, + to + and − to −, while interdot intervalley tunneling is suppressed. We distinguish between two limiting physical situations depending on the strength of the local roughness relative to the interdot tunneling matrix element. Weak local roughness is characterized byt 0 ṽ for 1e2d andt ṽ for 2e2d. In the 1e2d setup the lowest energy levels do not cross, they come to within a distance ≈t 0 of each other. Sincẽ t 0 ṽ, the local roughness cannot mix these levels.
A feasible valley manipulation scheme using the singlet states cannot be devised either. Firstly, the singlets are only separated clearly from other levels in the (0,2) configuration. Secondly, there is no crossing of singlet levels that could be exploited. At the points at which singlets cross other triplet states are also close by. Even though roughness does not mix singlets and triplets, other mechanisms, such as the hyperfine coupling to the nuclei, could. On the other hand, the lowest 2e2d triplets do cross, providing a scheme that is experimentally accessible. By applying a magnetic field experiment can unambiguously access theT + triplet corresponding to the setup in which both electrons are on one dot. Once this state is initialized the detuning between the dots is ramped up until this state crosses the next-lowest energy state. At this point the local roughness can mediate transitions between these two levels, and sets the time scale for this mixing, which will be estimated below.
For strong local roughness,ṽ t , it is obvious that the lowest energy levels cross in all setups. There is a tunneling matrix element between the two lowest energy levels, which in all three setups have different valley composition. The time scale for this level mixing is set by the interdot tunneling, in contrast to the weak local roughness case, in which it was set by the local roughness parameterṽ. On the one hand tunneling can be adjusted by means of the gate that controls the interdot barrier, allowing some experimental control.
When the length scale of interface roughness correlations is of the order of the size of a quantum dot, the magnitude of the valley-orbit coupling will again be slightly different between the two dots, yet its phase can in principle also be different. The relative phase of the valley-orbit coupling is determined by the value of the function e 2ik0ζ on each dot and, where 2k 0 sets a length scale of ≈ 0.5Å. The relative phase of the valley orbit coupling determines the relative magnitude of interdot tunneling between like valley eigenstates and interdot tunneling between opposite valley eigenstates. Given the random nature of ζ, the extremely short length scale set by 2k 0 and the impossibility of achieving control over such short distances in the foreseeable future, the relative strengths of tunneling between like and opposite valley eigenstates under these circumstances is in effect a random number, expected to vary greatly from one sample to another.
B. Strong intervalley coupling limit
The extreme cases considered,t +− =t −− andt −− = 0 are rather similar qualitatively. Once again one must consider how the strength of the local roughness compares to the interdot tunneling. Fort ṽ the lowest energy levels do not cross in any of the three possible setups. Ifṽ t the bare Hamiltonian is the same as when the tunneling is predominantly intravalley. We have established that the lowest energy levels do cross in all setups, yet the tunneling between them is determined by the relative strength oft −− andt +− . Since this is a random number any valley manipulation scheme under these circumstances must be regarded as overly ambitious. If interface roughness correlations occur on the scale of a quantum dot the valleys are mixed randomly and any attempt at coherent manipulation of valley eigenstates would be futile.
One important result of our study is the fact that variations in the position of the interface (given by ζ 2 ) and variations in the local roughness (given byṽ) influence the valley-orbit coupling and interdot dynamics in vastly different ways. The length scale of the interface misalignment across a double quantum dot gives rise to two qualitative scenarios: short correlations of interface roughness, over the scale of a few lattice constants, and long correlations of interface roughness, over the scale of a quantum dot. For short correlations the valley-orbit coupling is suppressed by a factor e , with κ determined by the locations of the valleys in reciprocal space, and ζ 2 the variance of the fluctuations in the interface location. In the absence of local roughness, the valley-orbit coupling in a double quantum dot is the same on each dot. For long correlations the phase of the valley-orbit coupling can also be different between the two dots, such that interdot tunneling between opposite valley eigenstates is enabled. In this case the relative phase of the valley-orbit coupling cannot be controlled and the relative magnitude of interdot tunneling between like and opposite valley eigenstates is essentially a random variable. These findings are general and applicable to all systems where valley physics is important.
C. Ideal scenario
The analysis presented in this work suggests that the ideal scenario for inducing transitions between valley eigenstates is to use the polarized tripletT + states in a DQD in whicht ṽ. To determine the time scale for these transitions we need to estimate the magnitude ofṽ, or more precisely its variation across a DQD (which may be due to dangling bonds or impurities.) In the absence of experimental data, it is necessary to estimate the variation in∆ D between the two dots. We assume∆ D = 0.1 meV and, to cover a wider range of experimental possibilities, we consider variations in∆ D of 1 − 10%. As shown above, knowledge of the difference in∆ D enables one to determine the difference inṽ zz between the dots (we assumeṽ
D zz
Imṽ D zz in Eq. 24, so that the difference iñ ∆ D is given by the difference inṽ zz only.) Moreover, we can use the evaluations ofΛ D and∆ D to infer a series of facts about the matrix elements of V (x, y). The matrix elementsṽ zz andṽ zz follow the same pattern asΛ D and ∆ D respectively, except that instead of U 0 we have the average of V (x, y) over a quantum dot. Therefore, based on the ratio of∆ D andΛ D , we conclude that the ratio of the off-diagonal matrix elementṽ zz to the diagonal matrix elementṽ zz can range between ≈ 0.1−0.3 depending on whether SiGe is used or SiO 2 . We estimate in addition the real part ofṽ zz to be one order of magnitude smaller than the imaginary part. The roughness average reduces this by another order of magnitude, with a further reduction by an order of magnitude arising from the multiplicative factort/∆ D . One ultimately expectsṽ in the range ≈ 0.1−1 neV, giving a time scale of approximately 1-10 µs. This figure represents the time scale for transitions from one valley eigenstate to another. Gating on such a time scale is easily accomplished experimentally.
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D. Important regions of the energy spectrum
In all scenarios discussed in this work there are three relevant regions of the energy level spectrum as a function of interdot detuningδ. These are the two extreme casesδ 0,δ 0, as well as a third valueδ at which the lowest two energy levels cross, in the cases when such a crossing does occur. For 1e2d in the strong tunneling regime the two lowest energy levels as a function of detuning go through an avoided crossing where their minimum separation is of ordert. The matrix element mixing these levels is of orderṽ, and sinceṽ t the possibility of mixing these levels by means of interface roughness is remote. For 2e2d in the strong tunneling regime, the lowest singlet states also anticross and cannot be mixed, yet two triplet states with different valley compositions cross each other and can be mixed by roughness. In fact transitions between triplet states offer the best prospect of experimental manipulation of the valley degree of freedom using interface roughness. For strong roughness all the above scenarios (1e2d, 2e2d singlet and triplet states) are very similar. Without interdot tunneling many energy levels cross, and in the neighborhood of the crossing point the lowest two energy levels can be mixed byt. Given that the tunneling parameter can be adjusted by means of the gate that controls the barrier between the dots, it can in principle be reduced to a time scale slow enough that a coherent valley experiment is possible with currently achievable gating times.
VIII. SUMMARY
Interface roughness has two principal effects on quantum dots made in materials with multivalley energy spec-tra. Firstly, it leads to a suppression of the valley-orbit coupling by a factor e −2k 2 0 ζ 2 , where ζ 2 is the variance of the fluctuations in the position of the interface. Secondly, in a double quantum dot it enables transitions between valley eigenstates. Such transitions occur in the dynamics of one and two electrons in a DQD. In the majority of processes discussed, one electron initialized into a particular valley eigenstate on one dot tunnels into the opposite valley eigenstate on the adjacent dot when the detuning between the dots is swept to a certain point of the energy spectrum and appropriate mixing time is allowed. The position of the mixing point and the value of the mixing time must be determined individually for each configuration -1e1d, 2e2d singlets and 2e2d triplets, and depends also on the relative magnitude of the local interface roughness and the relevant interdot tunneling matrix element. Based on our study of all possible configurations we conclude that the likeliest system to observe this phenomenon is provided by the triplet states in the 2e2d configuration, which may be reliably initialized and are estimated to mix on a time scale of 1-10 µs. It must be pointed out that, although the possibility of inducing transitions between valley eigenstates by means of interface roughness discussed in this article is one way of manipulating valleys, the scheme we have presented is not tunable. Instead it must be regarded as a first step in the attempt to achieve coherent control of valley eigenstates.
We always have z ≤ 0 and ψ(z ) = N z 0 e κox z 2
, so the integral is trivial We will first give the matrix elements of the roughness potential between the bare singlet and triplet states. These are in fact the same, so S |V |S = T |V |T for all the cases below. There are no matrix elements of the roughness potential connecting singlet and triplet states. 
All other matrix elements are assumed to be negligible.
Appendix C: Singlet and triplet eigenstates of 2e2d fort ṽ
We will use the following notation for the energy eigenstatesε 
